
INSTRUCTIONS 101 : AT HOME
Choose the ceramics you want to paint on our online store at : www.leccs.com/boutique

Choose the paints you want to use or our already assembled kits. 
To give you an example of the paint quantity you’ll need, we calculated that you can paint the 3 coats
of a medium ceramic, for example the basic mug T11 (inside and out) with 2oz of paint.  

Choose all accessories and paint brushes that you might need.  

Once you receive your order, start by painting the base colour. 
First, apply 3 coats of a pale colour everywhere on your ceramic. Let the paint dry for 5 minutes in between coats.  
Please note that the paint will seem a lot paler before it is fired. For opaque colour be sure to only apply 3 coats. 
CAREFUL ! Any more than 3 coats or too thick paint can cause problems with firing. 

Your draft drawing
Once your 3 coats have been applied, trace your drawing free hand or use a printed drawing found 
on the internet. You can draw on your ceramci only with a pen, the marks will disappear after firing.  
Never use a pencil, carbon paper or a marker on your ceramic. This will cause problems with firing. 

1. Do not let the 3rd coat of paint dry completely. Let it dry slightly (you can manipulate your piece without 
damaging it even if it is still damp). 
2. Apply your drawing face up onto the ceramic. 
3. Trace the contours of your drawing with a pen. Apply light pressure in order to leave a fine mark (engraving the drawing in the paint).
4. You should see your drawing on the ceramic once you remove the paper. 
5.   If your drawing does not show, go over the lines a second time with a pen directly on your ceramic. 

How to trace a drawing onto your ceramic

EXTRA : Accessories 
Scrapers (or the tip of the blue brush)
Apply some colours, let it dry, and the apply a darker colour 
on top. Scrape the paint lightly while it is still damp. Your 
design will appear in the colour of the first paints you apply. 

Writer bottles (contours, lines, wrtings). 
ADVANCE LEVEL. Use it only at the last step ! Make sure 
your ceramic is completely dry before using the writer
or else the wet paint will block the point. You can use 
the needle to unblock. Only one coat is necessary. 
Do not make heaps or drip large amounts; if the paint is 
too thick it will not fire properly in the kiln. Do no too thick it will not fire properly in the kiln. Do no 
hesitate to prctive before on paper. 


